The Archives Research Program (ARP) offers a wide variety of workshops related to archives for graduate students. These offerings are available throughout the semester to departments interested in one or more topics. We encourage students of all levels of experience using archives to attend our workshops and engage in conversation with their peers. For more information or to arrange a workshop please contact your subject librarian or visit our website at http://bit.ly/1vgmU9p.

ARCHIVAL DESCRIPTION/ 30 MIN.
Understand how (and why) archives access tools are created and how they can advance or adversely affect your research.

ARCHIVES CULTURE & ETIQUETTE/ 15 MIN.
Understand the unique protocols of different institutions in the United States and beyond.

FINDING ARCHIVES/ 30 MIN.
Learn how to identify archival institutions and collections related to your research.

DIGITIZED COLLECTIONS/ 30 MIN.
Find materials online and judge their value to your research.

BORN DIGITAL COLLECTIONS/ 15 MIN.
Identify and access contemporary materials.
CONTACTING AN ARCHIVE/ 30 MIN.
Craft the best approach for the archives of your choosing.

CREATING A RESEARCH PLAN/ 60 MIN.
Craft a schedule to strategize and carry out your research from start to finish.

TRAVEL & RESEARCH FUNDING/ 30 MIN.
Find grants and fellowship opportunities and learn strategies for writing successful proposals.

CARE & HANDLING/ 30-45 MIN.
Challenge yourself with the careful handling and use of some of Rose Library’s most difficult items!

PRODUCTIVITY TOOLS/ 30-45 MIN.
Get organized with the best apps and software available for research.

CATERING OPTIONS
International archives
Archives in your professional life
Teaching with the archives
Copyright and the archives
Topic modeling

ARCHIVES.RESEARCH.PROGRAM@EMORY.EDU